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Quick QuestionsQuick QuestionsQuick QuestionsQuick QuestionsAmericans hail these to get them from A to B

Playing with these in the tub makes youngsters happy
We pick them from the ground and hold them to our chin
A versatile citrus fruit with a sour flavour within
Delicious to eat, on the cob and as a kernel
Shining in the sky; our own star, eternal
We’re off to see the wizard along this brick road
Bees fly off to their hive with this as their load
Adorable, fuzzy newborns swim near to their mother
Onto bread or toast you might spread or just smother
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Answer:  

What do these clues have in common with Minions?

3. What does the word ‘versatile’ tell you about lemons? 

  

 

4. Which clue was the easiest to solve?  
Explain your answer. 

  

 

2. Give a synonym for the word ‘adorable’. 

 

1. Which of the following does the clue, ‘We pick them  
from the ground and hold them to our chin’ refer to?  
Tick one. 
 the sun

buttercups

lemon

ducklings
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What's the Link?What's the Link?What's the Link?What's the Link?
Americans hail these to get them from A to B
Playing with these in the tub makes youngsters happy
We pick them from the ground and hold them to our chin
A versatile citrus fruit with a sour flavour within
Delicious to eat, on the cob and as a kernel
Shining in the sky; our own star, eternal
We’re off to see the wizard along this brick road
Bees fly off to their hive with this as their load
Adorable, fuzzy newborns swim near to their mother
Onto bread or toast you might spread or just smother
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Answer: They are yellow.

What do these clues have in common with Minions?

3. What does the word ‘versatile’ tell you about lemons? 
The word ‘versatile’ means that lemons can be used in 
a variety of ways.

4. Which clue was the easiest to solve?  
Explain your answer. 
Accept any reasonable answers, such as: I found the 
clue about taxis the easiest to solve because I have 
seen lots of yellow taxis on TV.

2. Give a synonym for the word ‘adorable’. 
Accept any appropriate synonym, such as: cute/ 
loveable/sweet.

1. Which of the following does the clue, ‘We pick them  
from the ground and hold them to our chin’ refer to?  
Tick one. 
 the sun

buttercups

lemon

ducklings
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